Recognition of second language (L2) speech is still a challenging task even for state-of-the-art automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, partly because pronunciation by L2 speakers is usually significantly influenced by the mother tongue of the speakers. The authors previously proposed using a reduced phoneme set (RPS) instead of the canonical one of L2 when the mother tongue of speakers is known, and demonstrated that this reduced phoneme set improved the recognition performance through experiments using English utterances spoken by Japanese. However, the proficiency of L2 speakers varies widely, as does the influence of the mother tongue on their pronunciation. As a result, the effect of the reduced phoneme set is different depending on the speakers' proficiency in L2. In this paper, the authors examine the relation between proficiency of speakers and a reduced phoneme set customized for them. The experimental results are then used as the basis of a novel speech recognition method using a lexicon in which the pronunciation of each lexical item is represented by multiple reduced phoneme sets, and the implementation of a language model most suitable for that lexicon is described. Experimental results demonstrate the high validity of the proposed method. key words: second language (L2) speech recognition, proficiency of L2 speakers, reduced phoneme set (RPS), multiple reduced phoneme sets, proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set
Introduction
In today's environment of rapid globalization, people have increasing opportunities for speaking in foreign languages, and the ability to communicate in foreign languages is now more important than ever. Non-native speakers have a limited vocabulary and a less than complete knowledge of the grammatical structures of a foreign language. This limited vocabulary forces speakers to express themselves in basic words, making their speech sound unnatural to native speakers. In addition, non-native speech usually includes less fluent pronunciation and mispronunciation even in cases in which it is otherwise delivered well. Human beings can eventually understand non-native speech quite easily because after a while the listeners get used to the style of the talker, i.e., the various insertions, deletions, and substitutions of phonemes or the wrong grammar. More problematic is when non-native pronunciations become an issue for speech dialogue systems that target tourists, such as travel assistance systems, hotel reservation systems, and systems in which consumers purchase goods through a network. The vocabulary and grammar of non-native speakers is often limited and therefore basic, but speech recognizers take no or only a little advantage of this and are confused by the different phonetics [1] . Non-native speech poses several challenges for automatic speech recognition. In order to improve the speech recognition accuracy for non-native speech, various methodologies have been proposed, including acoustic model adaptation for second language speech with a variant phonetic unit obtained by analyzing the variability of second language speech pronunciation [2] , an acoustic model interpolating from both native and non-native acoustic models [3] , data driven generation of pronunciation variants for lexical modeling [4] , and others. These automatic speech recognition technologies for non-native speech have been developed assuming the mother tongues of users to be unknown and various. However, recent studies have shown that the mother tongue of speakers can be predetermined for ASR to improve recognition results in certain applications, such as dialogue-based computer assisted language learning (CALL) systems or mobile platforms [5] - [7] .
To improve the recognition accuracy for non-native speech in cases where the mother tongue of the speaker is known, we previously proposed using a reduced phoneme set (RPS) created with a phonetic decision tree based topdown sequential splitting method [8] . We applied this method to the recognition of English utterances spoken by Japanese speakers of various English proficiencies and demonstrated that the reduced phoneme set was more effective than the canonical phoneme set conventionally used in English ASR (refer to Sect. 3.1 for details).
As revealed by many second language acquisition studies, the pronunciation of target language by second language speakers generally deviates from native speech and is significantly influenced by the mother tongue of the speakers [9] . At the same time, the speech quality of second language speakers overall depends on their proficiency level in the second language [10] , [11] , and there are different patterns in accent among inexperienced, moderately experienced, and experienced speakers [12] , [13] . As a result, influence of the mother tongue on pronunciation varies widely.
In the current work, we investigate the relation between our reduced phoneme set and the English proficiency level of speakers. On the basis of the results of this investigation, we propose a novel method to improve the second language speech recognition performance when the mother tongue of speakers is known. We evaluated the proposed method by using speech data collected by a previously developed Copyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers dialogue-based English CALL system [14] in the form of a translation exercise for Japanese students.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The reduced phoneme set for Japanese accented English is briefly introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the relation between the reduced phoneme set and the English proficiency level of L2 speakers is discussed. In Sect. 4, we propose using multiple reduced phoneme sets for second language speech recognition and describe the implementation of a language model suitable for it. Section 5 reports the experimental results and we discuss these results in Sect. 6. We close with a conclusion and a brief mention of future work in Sect. 7.
Reduced Phoneme Set
The reduced phoneme set proposed in our previous work was created with a phonetic decision tree based top-down sequential splitting method. The phonetic decision tree is a binary tree in which discrimination rules are attached to each splitting step. As discrimination rules, we use the knowledge of phonetic relations between the Japanese and English languages and the actual pronunciation inclination of English utterances by Japanese. The splitting process uses the phonetic acoustic features of speech by L2 speakers and the occurrence distributions of each phoneme as the splitting criterion.
Criterion of Determining Phoneme Set
We used as the splitting criterion the log likelihood (1) defined by the logarithm of the probability density function of an acoustic model generating the L2 speech observation data.
where P m represents the m th phoneme or phoneme cluster. P is the joint node pdf of the phoneme cluster. O t means the observation data of
. γ m is the phonetic occupation counts of the model generating O t , which is a good prediction of the occupancy frequency of the canonical phonemes that are used in typical Japanese-English speech utterances.
To carry out the preliminary splitting, we utilized 166 discrimination rules [8] that were designed to categorize each phoneme on the basis of phonetic features such as the manner and position of articulation. A selection of these discrimination rules is shown in Table A· 1 (appendix). For example, one of the discrimination rules of "Apicals" denotes that phonemes DH /ð/, TH /T/, ZH /Z/, Z /z/, and S /s/ have an apical feature, making them suitable to discriminate non-native speech. All rules are based on knowledge of the phonetic relation between the Japanese and English languages and the actual pronunciation inclination of English utterances by Japanese. In this splitting method, all phonemes listed in each discrimination rule based on other phonetic features depict similar phonological characteristics and have the possibility to be merged into a cluster.
Procedure of Determining Phoneme Set
We primarily used a 4-step procedure to design a reduced phoneme set:
1. Set all merging phonemes as a root cluster at the initial state. Calculate increased log likelihood L R according to equations (1) and (2), assuming that cluster S is partitioned into S y (R) and S n (R) by discrimination rule R.
where L R is the increased log likelihood of the phoneme cluster, which is calculated for all discrimination rules applicable to every cluster. 2. Select the rule with maximum log likelihood increase compared with before splitting.
The rule R * causing the maximum increase is chosen as the splitting rule. 3. Split a phoneme cluster according to the selected discrimination rule R * . 4. Check whether increased log likelihood is less than the threshold. If yes, output the final reduced phoneme set. If no, repeat the splitting process.
There are two reasons the reduced phoneme set can create suitable phonological decoding when the mother tongue of speakers is known. The first is that it can be designed to characterize the acoustic features of Japanese accented English more correctly. The second is that there is more speech data for training the acoustic model of each phoneme in the reduced phoneme set than in the canonical one, so we can obtain more reliable estimate values as parameters of acoustic models.
Relation between Optimal Phoneme Set and L2 Speakers with Different Proficiencies
Our previous research demonstrated that phoneme mismatches resulting in mis-recognition of second language speech can be improved by reducing the number of phonemes [8] . The tendency of mispronunciation depends on the average proficiency level of L2 speakers. It is generally expected that phoneme mismatch is more frequent in speech by those with low level proficiency and that the optimal number of reduced phonemes may vary depending on speaker proficiencies. In order to examine this hypothesis, we conducted an experiment to determine the relation between the reduced phoneme set and the proficiencies of speakers classified by both top-down and bottom-up methods, as described below. The experimental conditions are presented in the next subsections.
Phoneme Set
The phonemic symbols of the TIMIT database were used as the canonical phoneme set [15] . Table 1 lists the phonemes of English in Arpabet notation and IPA notation as the canonical phoneme set. The baseline is ASR using the canonical phoneme set consisting of 41 phonemes. In order to evaluate the relation between the optimal phoneme set number and second language speakers, we also used various reduced phoneme sets with numbers ranging from 21 to 38 obtained from our previous study [8] .
Acoustic and Language Models
An English as a Second Language (ESL) speech database [16] was used to train the acoustic models. The database contained utterances read by 200 Japanese students (100 male and 100 female) covering different degrees of English proficiency and included phonemic symbols as well as prosodic ones assigned to various words and sentences. The total number of sentence utterances was approximately 12,000 and the total number of word utterances was approximately 22,000 for each gender. Table 2 lists the specific features of the ESL speech database. In this study, all sentences and word utterances were used to train context-dependent state-tying triphone HMM acoustic models of various numbers of phoneme sets. Table 3 shows the experimental conditions for acoustic analysis (AA) and the HMM specifications. We developed a 2-gram language model from 5,350 transcribed utterances by 62 Japanese university students. The pronunciation lexicon included about 35,000 vocabulary words related to conversation about travel abroad. 
Evaluation Data
We collected orally translated speech using a dialogue-based CALL system [14] as evaluation data. There were a total of 45 participants between the ages of 18 and 24 who had acquired Japanese as their mother tongue and learned English as their second language. In this study, the Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) score was used for measuring the overall English proficiency of the speakers. Specifically, TOEIC was used as a measure to verify the variety of L2 speech of overall language proficiency and to classify participants in accordance with their level of pronunciation. According to the standard of the Educational Testing Service (ETS) [17] , a TOEIC score of 500 is the minimum score for new university graduates recruited by general Japanese companies, while 700 is the minimum preferred score for studying and working abroad. A score of more than 900 is expected for skillful business and daily conversation in English. The participants' English proficiencies ranged from 300 to 910 (990 being the highest score that can be attained) in our experiments.
Recognition Performance with Proficiency-Based Clustering
We divided participants into 5 groups based on their TOEIC score range: lower than 500, 500-600, 600-700, 700-800, and higher than 800, with 10, 10, 10, 8, and 7 participants in each score range. We call this method the "top-down method" in the following. We used the HTK toolkit [18] to compare the ASR performance using a single canonical phoneme set and reduced phoneme sets for speech by a group of participants classified by the top-down method at each level of the five TOEIC score ranges. Figure 1 shows the relative error reduction of various reduced phoneme sets compared with the canonical one for speech by participants of each of the five TOEIC score ranges. We found that
• All reduced phoneme sets achieved error reduction compared with the canonical phoneme set for all TOEIC score ranges.
• The optimal phoneme number of reduced phoneme sets is different depending on the English proficiency level of the speakers.
• The recognition performance of the reduced phoneme Table 3 Condition of acoustic analysis (AA) and HMM specifications. set was improved more for the speech by participants with lower-level proficiency than for those with higherlevel proficiency.
AA
• The optimal number of phonemes for the speakers with lower-level proficiency was smaller than that for those with higher-level proficiency.
According to the results of Fig. 1, 25 -RPS is the optimal reduced phoneme set for the English proficiency of speakers who have a TOEIC score lower than 500, a 28-RPS is the optimal reduced phoneme set for those with a score of 500-700, and a 32-RPS is the optimal one for those with a score of higher than 700.
The optimal reduced phoneme set (25-, 28-, or 32-phoneme) corresponding to English proficiency is selected using the top-down method. We refer to this optimal phoneme set as the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set henceforth.
Recognition Performance with Speaker-by-Speaker Basis
We assume that overall language proficiency would correlate roughly with goodness of pronunciation to obtain the results in Sect. 3.4. That is to say, we assume that the speech quality collected from a group of L2 speakers of higher proficiency would be better, on average, than that of lower proficiency. Various researches have already clarified the factors affecting goodness of pronunciation by L2 speakers [13] , [19] , [20] . However, there is still controversy when it comes to using a standardized test such as TOEIC to classify participants into groups from the perspective of correlation with goodness of speech quality and proficiency [21] .
In this work, we used a method in which the language proficiency of participants was not utilized for classifying groups, as opposed to the top-down method. In this method, which we call the "bottom-up method", we count the number of participants achieving the best recognition accuracy for each reduced phoneme set ranging from 38 to 21. The black bars and white bars in Fig. 2 depict the ratios of partic- ipants (the number of participants achieving the best recognition accuracy divided by the total number of participants) and relative error reduction compared with the canonical one for speech by participants who achieved the best recognition accuracy for the corresponding reduced phoneme set, respectively. We found that
• The distribution of the set number of the optimal reduced phoneme set seems to have multiple peaks.
• It is not sufficiently clear because of a shortage of data, but 34-RPS, 27-RPS, and 25-RPS achieved higher ratios of participants than their surrounding phoneme sets. The numbers of reduced phoneme set achieving more relative error reduction are a little shifted from the numbers achieving higher ratios, and 32-RPS, 28-RPS, and 25-RPS achieved more relative error reduction than their surrounding phoneme sets.
• The bottom-up method showed almost the same result for selecting multiple reduced phoneme sets as the topdown method for our collected speech data.
ASR System with Multiple Reduced Phoneme Sets
Both of the results discussed in Sect. 3 showed that the optimal reduced phoneme set is different depending on the second language speakers. It seems to be inadequate to use a single phoneme set to recognize input speech by all second language speakers. In this section, we propose an ASR system using multiple reduced phoneme sets to further improve the recognition performance of second language speech considering the various proficiency levels of second language speakers. On the basis of the experimental results in Sects. 3.4 and 3.5, we selected 25-, 28-, and 32-phoneme sets as the components of multiple reduced phoneme sets to capture the various proficiency levels of second language speakers † . We set the constrain that one of three multiple phoneme sets, not a mixture, be used to recognize input speech by a single second language speaker. To fulfill this constraint, we developed a lexicon in which the pronunciation of each lexical item is represented by the multiple reduced phoneme sets and by a language model implementing the constraint, as described in the following.
Lexicon
Some phonemes in the canonical phoneme set are differently distributed among the 25-phoneme, 28-phoneme, and 32-phoneme sets. Specifically, some lexical items are represented by a single phoneme set sequence consisting only of phonemes without merging or merged into the same clusters by the phonetic decision tree (PDT) in three reduced phoneme sets. Other lexical items in the lexicon are represented with three different phoneme set sequences in the multiple reduced phoneme sets. Fig. A· 2 (appendix) shows the result of cluster splitting with PDT in which 25, 28, and 32 phonemes were obtained as the final phoneme set and depicts phonemes of single and different phoneme set sequences.
In the lexicon, 62.9% of the lexical items have a single phoneme set sequence and 37.1% have multiple phoneme set sequences used for the experiment. We added a symbol that differentiates words of the single phoneme set sequence from those of the multiple phoneme set sequences.
Language Model
A simple method for training a stochastic language model is to train a language model independently of the structure of the lexicon. This can be done simply by counting word occurrences in the training corpus, assuming that words represented with multiple phoneme set sequences have multiple pronunciations.
Since probabilities leaving the start arc of each word must add up to 1.0, each of these pronunciation paths through this multiple-pronunciation HMM word model will have a smaller probability than the path through a word with only a single pronunciation path. A Viterbi decoder can only follow one of these pronunciation paths and may ignore a word with many pronunciations in favor of an incorrect word with only one pronunciation path. It is well known that the Viterbi approximation penalizes words with many pronunciations [22] .
In order to resolve degradation of speech recognition performance stemming from multiple pronunciations, our † The experimental results of the bottom-up method showed that 28-and 32-phoneme sets can also be considered as the components of multiple reduced phoneme sets. An additional experimental result is shown in Fig. A· 1 (appendix) to compare the performance of multiple reduced phoneme sets constructed by 28-and 32-phoneme sets with multiple reduced phoneme sets constructed by 25-, 28-, and 32-reduced phoneme sets language model only permits transition between words represented by the same reduced phoneme set and words of the single pronunciation while inhibiting transition among words represented by different reduced phoneme sets, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Experimental Results
To evaluate the proposed method, we investigated the efficacy of the derived lexicon represented by multiple reduced phoneme sets and the language model designed for the represented lexicon. We compared the performance on ASR implementing the proposed method with that of the canonical phoneme set and three single reduced phoneme sets considering the real time factor (RTF). We set the RTF to less than 1 for each recognition result as the experimental condition. Figure 4 shows the word error rates of various numbers of phoneme sets including the canonical, the single, and the multiple phoneme sets. Multiple sets in Fig. 4 are constructed by 25-, 28-, and 32-phoneme sets. We observed the following:
• Multiple reduced phoneme sets had better performance than the canonical phoneme set and all of the single reduced ones.
• There were significant differences between the word accuracy of the multiple sets and the canonical phoneme set, the single reduced phoneme set (paired t-test, t (44) = 2.02, p < 0.01).
Discussion

Efficacy of the Multiple Reduced Phoneme Sets
In order to explore the efficiency of the multiple reduced phoneme sets further, we compared the relative error reduction of the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set and Fig. 4 Word error rates of canonical phoneme set, three single reduced phoneme sets, and the multiple reduced phoneme sets. ** indicates a significant difference between the word accuracy of multiple reduced phoneme sets and the other ones (p < 0.01).
Fig. 5
Relative error reduction of proficiency-dependent phoneme set and multiple reduced phoneme sets in different TOEIC score ranges. * indicates a significant difference between the relative error reduction of multiple reduced phoneme sets and the proficiency-dependent one (p < 0.05).
multiple reduced phoneme sets. A comparison of the relative error reduction of the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set and multiple reduced phoneme sets for speech by speakers in each TOEIC score range is shown in Fig. 5 . We find that:
• The multiple reduced phoneme sets achieved better performance than the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set for speech by speakers at all language proficiency levels.
• There were significant differences between the relative error reduction of the multiple reduced phoneme sets and the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set (paired t-test, t (9) = 2.26, p < 0.05) for scores lower than 500 and (paired t-test, t (6) = 2.57, p < 0.05) for scores higher than 800.
The results of Fig. 5 showed that the most highly improved performances appeared at the lowest and highest proficiency levels. The experimental results of our previous studies showed that a single 28-reduced phoneme set provided better performance in comparison with other reduced ones for speech by L2 speakers on average [8] . 25-phoneme and 32-phoneme sets, which have slightly different characters from the 28-phoneme set, were assigned as the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set to L2 speakers of lowest and highest proficiency levels, respectively. However, goodness of pronunciation varies among L2 speakers of the same proficiency level. As a result, because the optimal reduced phoneme set is selected for speech by each L2 speaker, the multiple reduced phoneme set can accurately recognize more utterance of speakers of lowest and highest proficiency levels in comparison with the proficiency-dependent reduced phoneme set.
Efficacy of Language Modeling
As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the best way to avoid problems stemming from multi-pronunciations is to recognize speech distinctively with multiple speech decoders with distinct language models represented by 25-, 28-, and 32-phoneme sets. In this experiment, the parallel structure at the phoneme level enables the decoder to match the acoustic models of the 25-, 28-, and 32-phoneme sets during the decoding process. There have been several previous studies on using multiple recognizers for recognition improvement. One of the more popular approaches is ROVER (recognizer output voting error reduction) developed by NIST [23] , which is mainly used to reduce the word error rates of ASR by majority vote from multiple speech recognizers. Other conventional methods are to select the most likely recognition result from different ones through multiple recognizers of various acoustic and/or language models by comparing the model likelihood of different recognition results [24] - [26] . A language model that allows transitions among all words whose pronunciation is represented with multiple reduced phoneme sets was also trained for a speech recognition system assuming that speech by a single speaker is represented with a mixture of multiple reduced phoneme sets. These methods were compared with the proposed method of multiple reduced phoneme sets.
A comparison of the word error rates by the three methods (Table 4) showed that • The language model allowing a mixture of multiple reduced phoneme sets achieved a lower recognition performance than other methods.
• The proposed method of multiple reduced phoneme sets achieved almost the same recognition performance as parallel processing by distinct acoustic models of multiple reduced phoneme sets. There was no significant difference between the word accuracy of the proposed method and parallel processing of distinct speech recognizers.
In the proposed method, the transfer probability from the start state to each word of multiple pronunciation is reduced by one-third. However, the results in Table 4 suggest that this effect is negligible.
A disadvantage of the parallel processing of the distinct speech recognizer is that it increased the amount of recognition processing required.
Conclusion and Future Work
We clarified the relation between the second language speakers and an optimal reduced phoneme set. On the basis of this analysis, we then proposed a novel speech recognition technique using multiple reduced phoneme sets. Multiple reduced phoneme sets with three different reduced phoneme sets were constructed to capture the various proficiency levels of second language speakers. The proposed method was able to further improve the recognition performance for second language speech collected with a translation game type dialogue-based CALL system for each proficiency level compared with the canonical phoneme set and single reduced phoneme sets.
The proficiency-dependent phoneme set was designed to be optimal for recognizing speech by speakers in the corresponding score ranges. The experimental results demonstrated that the multiple reduced phoneme sets achieved better recognition performance than the proficiency-dependent phoneme set for speech by speakers at all language proficiency levels. We plan to investigate the relation between the features of speech by each speaker and the optimal reduced phoneme set in future. Figure A· 2 shows an example of the detailed cluster splitting process to obtain a phoneme set with 32 phonemes as the final phoneme set. "C" refers to terminal nodes that indicate a cluster. The colored fonts show the phonemes of different phoneme set sequences that have been differently merged among 25-, 28-, and 32-phoneme sets, with green fonts depicting the cluster merging for obtaining 28 phonemes based on the cluster splitting step of the 32-phoneme set and blue fonts depicting the cluster merging for obtaining 25 phonemes based on the cluster splitting step of the 28-phoneme set. Black font indicates phonemes of the single phoneme set sequence. 
